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Cautionary Statements

Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward Looking Statements,
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, which are intended to be 
covered by the safe harbor created by such sections and other applicable laws, including Canadian Securities laws. Such forward-looking statements may include, without limitation: (i) estimates of future production and sales, including 
as a result of the #4 Shaft Project; (ii) estimates of future costs and cash cost, after by-product credits per ounce of silver/gold, including the expected cost of the #4 Shaft project;  (iii) guidance for 2016 for silver and gold production, 
silver equivalent production, cash cost, after by-product credits, capital expenditures and pre-development and exploration expenditures (which assumes metal prices of gold at $1,150/oz., silver at $14.50/oz., zinc at $0.75/lb. and lead at 
$0.80/lb. and USD/CAD assumed to be $0.75, USD/MXN assumed to be $0.06); (iv) expectations regarding the development, growth and exploration potential of the Company’s projects; (v) expectations of adding reserves and 
resources; (vi) expected level of hydroelectric usage at Greens Creek;(vii) the possibility of increasing production due to accessing higher grade material and surface pits at Casa  Berardi; (viii) possible strike extensions of veins at San 
Sebastian and estimates of mining, grade, recovery, free cash flow, mine life, IRR, ability to reactivate existing mill permits, production of silver, gold and silver equivalent ounces, ability to extend mine life past 18 months; (ix) the ability 
to permit and bring Rock Creek into production in 10-15 years; (x) expectations of grade increases at depth at Lucky Friday and the ability to complete the #4 Shaft project by Q4 2016 within the $225 million budget; and (xi) estimates or 
expectations of future events or results are based upon certain assumptions, which may prove to be incorrect. Such assumptions, include, but are not limited to: (i) there being no significant change to current geotechnical, metallurgical, 
hydrological and other physical conditions; (ii) permitting, development, operations and expansion of the Company’s projects being consistent with current expectations and mine plans; (iii) political/regulatory developments in any 
jurisdiction in which the Company operates being consistent with its current expectations; (iv) the exchange rate for the Canadian dollar to the U.S. dollar, being approximately consistent with current levels; (v) certain price assumptions 
for gold, silver, lead and zinc; (vi) prices for key supplies being approximately consistent with current levels; (vii) the accuracy of our current mineral reserve and mineral resource estimates; and (viii) the Company’s plans for development 
and production will proceed as expected and will not require revision as a result of risks or uncertainties, whether known, unknown or unanticipated. Where the Company expresses or implies an expectation or belief as to future events 
or results, such expectation or belief is expressed in good faith and believed to have a reasonable basis. However, such statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, which could cause actual results to differ materially 
from future results expressed, projected or implied by the “forward-looking statements.” Such risks include, but are not limited to gold, silver and other metals price volatility, operating risks, currency fluctuations, increased production 
costs and variances in ore grade or recovery rates from those assumed in mining plans, community relations, conflict resolution and outcome of projects or oppositions, litigation, political, regulatory, labor and environmental risks, and 
exploration risks and results, including that mineral resources are not mineral reserves, they do not have demonstrated economic viability and there is no certainty that they can be upgraded to mineral reserves through continued 
exploration. For a more detailed discussion of such risks and other factors, see the Company’s 2015 Form 10-K, filed on February 23, 2016 with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), as well as the Company’s other SEC 
filings. The Company does not undertake any obligation to release publicly revisions to any “forward-looking statement,” including, without limitation, outlook, to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this presentation, or to 
reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events, except as may be required under applicable securities laws. Investors should not assume that any lack of update to a previously issued “forward-looking statement” constitutes a 
reaffirmation of that statement. Continued reliance on “forward-loo king statements” is at investors’ own risk.

Cautionary Note Regarding Estimates of Measured, Indicated and Inferred Resources
The United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) permits mining companies, in their filings with the SEC, to disclose only those mineral deposits that a company can economically and legally extract or produce. We use 
certain terms in this presentation, such as “resource,” “measured resources,” “indicated resources,” and “inferred resources” that are recognized by Canadian regulations, but that SEC guidelines generally prohibit U.S. registered 
companies from including in their filings with the SEC, except in certain circumstances. U.S. investors are urged to consider closely the disclosure in our most recent Form 10-K and Form 10-Q. You can review and obtain copies of 
these filings from the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov.

Qualified Person (QP) Pursuant to Canadian National Instrument 43-101
Dean McDonald, PhD. P.Geo., Senior Vice President - Exploration of Hecla Mining Company, who serves as a Qualified Person under National Instrument 43-101("NI 43-101"), supervised the preparation of the scientific and technical 
information concerning Hecla’s mineral projects in this presentation.  Information regarding data verification, surveys and investigations, quality assurance program and quality control measures and a summary of analytical or testing 
procedures for the Greens Creek Mine are contained in a technical report  titled “Technical Report for the Greens Creek Mine” effective date March 28, 2013, and for the Lucky Friday Mine are contained in a technical report titled 
“Technical Report for the Lucky Friday Mine Shoshone County, Idaho, USA” effective date April 2, 2014, for Casa Berardi are contained in a technical report  titled "Technical Report on the mineral resource and mineral reserve estimate 
for Casa Berardi Mine, Northwestern Quebec, Canada" effective date March 31, 2014 (the "Casa Berardi Technical Report"), and for the San Sebastian Mine, Mexico, are contained in a technical report prepared for Hecla titled 
“Technical Report for the San Sebastian Ag-Au Property, Durango, Mexico” effective date September 8k 2015 . Also included in these four technical reports is a description of the key assumptions, parameters and methods used to 
estimate mineral reserves and resources and a general discussion of the extent to which the estimates may be affected by any known environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, socio-political, marketing or other relevant factors. 
Copies of these technical reports are available under Hecla's and Aurizon's profiles on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. The Casa Berardi Technical Report was reviewed by Dr. McDonald on behalf of Hecla. To the best of Hecla's 
knowledge, information and belief, there is no new material scientific or technical information that would make the disclosure of the mineral resources and mineral reserves for Casa Berardi in  this document inaccurate or misleading.

Cautionary Note Regarding Non-GAAP measures
Cash cost per ounce of silver and gold, net of by-product credits, EBITDA, adjusted EBITDA, and free cash flow represent non-U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) measurements. A reconciliation of these non-GAAP 
measures to the most comparable GAAP measurements can be found in the Appendix.
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North American Focused Asset Portfolio
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Operations in Low-Risk & Mining-Friendly Jurisdictions
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What is Automation?

§ Ability to operate/control equipment 
automatically, by electronic devices, with 
minimal human interaction.
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Why Automation?

§ Safety
▸ No personnel in the presence of blast 

fumes

▸ No line of site remote mucking

• Ground issues

• In the vicinity of heavy equipment

▸ Reduce equipment damage
• No over speed

• Sensors to keep equipment from contacting the 
rib

§ Production
▸ Continue production when no personnel is 

underground
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Autonomous System at Greens Creek

§ Sandvik LH514 Loader
▸ 7 Cubic Yard Capacity

§ Sandvik TH540 Haul Truck
▸ 40 Ton Capacity

6

The Sandvik AutoMine system was commissioned in January 2017.
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• Manual
• Tele-Remote
• Auto-Remote
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Modes of Operation
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AutoMine – Is the automation system for 
tele-remote and remote control.

Supervisory System (SS) – the hub of the 
AutoMine system which handles monitoring 
and management tasks while providing an 
interface and access.  Located on surface.

Access Control System (ACS) – the safety 
system that isolates the automated area 
from the rest of the mine.  Located both on 
surface and at the safety barricade/gate.

InfraFree – A navigation system for mining 
machines.  Located on the machine.

Vehicle Control and Management 
System (VCM) - identifies problems before 
they occur.  Located on the Machine.

8
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§ Wireless Communication
▸ Fiber Optic Backbone

• NS50 (Communication Hub)

Ø 4 Fiber Ports

v Comms In / Comms Out

v Power insertion (Boost the POE)

Ø 4 Ethernet Ports

v Wireless Access Points (WAP)

v Other mine instrumentation (VOD, Air Flow, 
Gas Monitors)

9

Minesite (MST) Communication
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LiDAR – Light Detection and Ranging

Cameras

Antennas – WiFi Communication

Boom and Bucket Encoder

Articulation Encoder

Speed Sensor

10

Onboard Components
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Safety Systems

§ Area Isolation – Use of access barriers.
1. Personnel Barricade

• Blocks passage to the area

2. Machine Gate
• This is essentially an E-Stop for the machine.  If the LHD trips the gate it will automatically shutdown.

11
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Environment & Route Mapping

§ RDT – Route Definition Tool

§ Environment
▸ Map the drift outline and other obstacles

§ Route
▸ Defines path the loader will follow
• Boom and Bucket position

• Centerline

• Speed & Gear

12
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ADT – Area Definition Tool

§ ADT - Area Definition Tool
▸ Customize the route with load and dump points

▸ Split routes and share multiple load or dump points

13
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Video – Loader in Automation
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Challenges

§ The current mine layout is not designed 
for this type of equipment.
▸ Drift Dimensions are small

▸ Intersections

§ Adjusting the wireless communication 
coverage

15
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Next Steps & Future Equipment

§ Next steps in 2018
▸ Chute to Truck Loading

▸ LHD to Truck Loading

▸ Use the Auto Bucket Filling

▸ Implement new version of AutoMine with 
advanced Tele-Remote.

§ Additional Equipment for 2018+
▸ LHD (arrive on site 1st quarter 2018)

▸ Truck

▸ Jumbo Drill – TCAD 

16
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Ventilation on Demand

November 8, 2017
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What is Ventilation on Demand?

§ Ability to direct air flow to an area that requires it based on the type of personnel 
and equipment.

§ Utilizing RFID tracking tags and Wi-Fi Communication System (MST)

§ Ventilation on Demand (VOD) is a system that allows automated 
control/operation of the Main and Auxiliary Fans.

§ VOD at Greens Creek is not a true VOD.  I refer to this system as VOD Lite.
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Evolution of VOD at Greens Creek

§ In the beginning, manual on/off at the fan starter.  Fan would be at max power 
and fans would not be turned off when personnel exited the heading.

§ The next phase was SCADA with Remote Control.  Fans now had the capability to 
be remotely turned on/off from a work station on surface via a SCADA interface.  
This allowed operations to start fans after the blast for that shift.

§ VOD Lite is the latest phase.  This system utilizes the MST wireless 
communication system with the tracking tags to log personnel and equipment in a 
zone (mining stope).  When no personnel is present the fan will shut down.

19
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SCADA – Ventilation Overview Screen

§ 56 Installed Auxiliary Fans of various 
horsepower and diameter

▸ 42 – Manual/Remote control Old Style)

▸ 14 - VOD capability

• 2 – Manual operation

• 12 – Auto off operation

20
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Purpose for VOD Lite

§ Cost savings

§ Reduce Underground Power Consumption

§ More fan control

Fan	Speed kWhr hrs/day Cost Fan	Speed kWhr hrs/day Cost Fan	Speed kWhr hrs/day Cost

Fan	Off 0 0 -$																										 Fan	Off 0 0 -$																				 Fan	Off 0 0 -$																				
Fan	@	100% 112 24 403.20$																				 Fan	@	100% 93 24 334.80$													 Fan	@	100% 74 24 266.40$													

Cost/Hr 16.80$																						 Cost/Hr 13.95$															 Cost/Hr 11.10$															
Cost/Day 403.20$																				 Cost/Day 334.80$													 Cost/Day 266.40$													
Cost/Yr 147,168.00$											 Cost/Yr 122,202.00$					 Cost/Yr 97,236.00$							

Fan	Off 0 2 -$																										 Fan	Off 0 2 -$																				 Fan	Off 0 2 -$																				
Fan	@	100% 112 22 369.60$																				 Fan	@	100% 93 22 306.90$													 Fan	@	100% 74 22 244.20$													

Cost/Hr 16.80$																						 Cost/Hr 13.95$															 Cost/Hr 11.10$															
Cost/Day 369.60$																				 Cost/Day 306.90$													 Cost/Day 244.20$													
Cost/Yr 134,904.00$											 Cost/Yr 112,018.50$					 Cost/Yr 89,133.00$							

Fan	Off 0 2 -$																										 Fan	Off 0 2 -$																				 Fan	Off 0 2 -$																				
Fan	@	60% 67.2 14.67 147.87$																				 Fan	@	60% 55.8 14.67 122.79$													 Fan	@	60% 44.4 14.67 97.70$															
Fan	@	100% 112 7.33 123.14$																				 Fan	@	100% 93 7.33 102.25$													 Fan	@	100% 74 7.33 81.36$															

Cost/Hr 12.32$																						 Cost/Hr 10.23$															 Cost/Hr 8.14$																		
Cost/Day 271.02$																				 Cost/Day 225.04$													 Cost/Day 179.07$													
Cost/Yr 98,921.42$														 Cost/Yr 82,140.11$							 Cost/Yr 65,358.80$							

Savings/Yr 35,982.58$														 Savings/Yr 29,878.39$							 Savings/Yr 23,774.20$							

PROPOSED	METHOD PROPOSED	METHOD

OLD	METHOD

CURRENT	METHOD

PROPOSED	METHOD

OLD	METHOD OLD	METHOD

CURRENT	METHOD CURRENT	METHOD

150HP	Fan 125HP	Fan 100HP	Fan
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System Explanation
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HMI – Local Screen on Fan Starter
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VOD Light Color Code
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Initial Startup
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§ Initial Startup – Personnel arrives to the heading
1. Heading fan is off and the light will be solid red.

2. Manually start the fan either locally or from SCADA in either LOW or HIGH speed.  The red light will be 
flashing red and run at HIGH speed for 20 minutes.  If no personnel tags are present, the fan will run for an 
additional 10 minutes and shut off. 

3. The heading will need to be cleared with an MX6 (Gas Detector) for the first entry of the shift.

4. After the initial 20 minutes the fan will then adjust the speed based on the type of tag(s) present.  Auto 
speed adjustment will slow the fan to LOW speed when there are no Green or Blue class of equipment tags in 
the zone but personnel tags are present.

Ø Green Solid Light (HIGH): Haul Trucks, Powder Trucks, Dozer & Service Equipment

Ø Blue Flashing Light (HIGH): Loader

Ø Yellow Solid Light (LOW): Jumbo, Bolter, Tractor, Pickup & Personnel

5. As the tag(s) enter/leave the heading the PLC will monitor and track what is still present in the heading.  
When a person first enters a zone the RFID tag will trigger the stack light to alternate between the current 
speed color and white.  The white light indicates the person tag has been registered by the PLC.  It will 
continue for 30 seconds and then return to only displaying current speed color.

6. When no tag(s) are present in the heading the fan will continue to operate for 10 minutes then turn off.  If a 
tag(s) reenters the heading during this 10 minutes the process will start over and operate based on the 
tag(s) present. 
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Thank You.
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